
Retiring your RDAs: 

One quick way to better organize your 

record series is to go through and retire 

any RDAs that are now obsolete.  

RDAs can become obsolete for a number 

of reasons, new statewide RDAs, the  

record series no longer being in use, or 

the series having been merged into other 

newly revised RDAs. Whatever the     

reason, the steps below will guide you 

through the retirement process 

1. First, we want to edit the record 

series title to reflect that we are 

retiring the RDA.  To accomplish 

this simply add “retired” at the   

beginning. 

2. After the existing title add a brief 

explanation of the retirement in  

parentheses. Example: (Record   

series now under RDA 1234), 

(Records series no longer generated 

as of 1990) or  (Record series now 

under SW20).  

3. Update the contact information and 

leave the other fields as they are. 

4. Save and submit the RDA for      

approval. 

* Before retiring a record series always 

ensure the record in question is no    

longer being generated and that the 

retention period has passed. 

Final steps to getting your RDA approved: 

1. Ask your analyst to pre-review the RDA. This allows you the opportunity to clear up any confusion or correct any issues before submitting 
the RDA. 

2. Once given the okay, submit the RDA for review. Records Management, Library & Archive, and Audit will review it. 

3. Once reviewed the agency needs to make final comments.  

4. Make sure that the date is inputted correctly. Without the correct date the signature page will not release. 

5. After comments, the agency needs to print the RDA for appropriate signatures. 

6. After collecting all the  requisite signatures,  send a copy of  the signatures pages to Records Management. 

*To ensure that your RDAs will be on the agenda for the PRC meeting, we recommend that you check the status of your submitted RDAs 
weekly. 

Why are you here? 

This training is designed to teach you the next steps in becoming a more efficient records     
officer. After this training you will have the tools to streamline and better organize your record 
series. As a records officer you can accomplish this by retiring, revising, and combining RDAs  
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Combining RDAs 

Combining like RDAs will streamline 
record processes and make it easier for 
the agency to track, update, and edit   
record series. 

When considering whether RDAs may be 
combined please consider the following: 

1. Do the same confidentiality       
standards apply to all the records 
under the RDA? Records that are 
confidential CANNOT  be combined 
with those records that are available 
for a public records request. 

2. The cutoff must be the same for the 
RDAs. Having different cutoffs will 
create confusion. Consider possibly 
changing the cutoffs to match with 
one another if it fits business      
practices and legal requirements. 

3. Are the Record Values the same? 
Historic records should not be    
combined with Administrative    
records due to the fact the Historic 
records have a permanent retention 
while Administrative records have a 
shorter retention period. 

4. The records must have the same 
disposition. Consider whether     
dispositions may be altered so that 
they are consistent with business 
practices. 

* Remember, The primary concern is to 
make sure records are kept in accord-
ance with any applicable laws and in a 
manner that makes the best business 
sense for your agency. 

Revising RDAs 

It is very to important to update and  
revise your RDAs to ensure they match 
current business practices. 

The best way to revise an RDA is to ask 
your coordinators to explain how the 
records are handled from beginning to 
end and to write out each step. This    
allows you to write the disposition and 
complete the worksheet portion of the 
RDA. 

Sample questions to ask: 

 How do these records come in? Are 
they generated in paper? Electronic? 
Both? 

 After you receive them, how do you 
keep them? Do you keep them in 
paper? Do you scan them? 

 Do you know what the cut off is? 
Fiscal? Calendar? End of Program? 

* For complete list of questions, please 
refer to the RDA Development Training. 


